Of the activity in infrared spectroscopy in recent years a relatively small (although increasing) fraction has been devoted to the investigation of the intensities of absorption bands. The reasons for this neglect are manifold, and include the involved nature of the experimental procedures required to obtain absolute infrared absorption intensities, the difficulty of performing normal coordinate analyses of polyatomic molecules, and even the occasional breakdown of the assumptions used in the theory whereby one derives the polar properties of chemical bonds from the absolute intensities. These various points will be discussed in detail in later sections. 
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INTRODUCTION
or the activity in infrared spectroscopy in recent years a relatively small (although increasing) fraction has been devoted to the investigation of the intensities of absorption bands. The reasons for this neglect are manifold, and include the involved nature of the experimental procedures required to obtain absolute infrared absorption intensities, the difficulty of performing normal coordinate analyses of polyatomic molecules, and even the occasional breakdown of the assumptions used in the theory whereby one derives the polar properties of chemical bonds from the absolute intensities. These various points will be discussed in detail in later sections.
In spite of these difficulties, there seems to be a great deal of information to be learned ~bout the nature of chemical · bonds from studies of absolute intensities of infrared absorption bands
The research to be described in this report is an investigation of the absolute infrared absorption intensities of the ~ibrational bands principally ascribable to the stretching of the carbon-hydrogen bonds and the deformation (bending) of the hydrogen-carbon-hydrogen angle of some methyl halides. The particular series of compounds was chosen because a reasonably good potential function was available for them. This makes it possible to study the polar properties of the carbon-hydrogen bonds of these molecules and establish trends with variation of the halogens. The errors arising from the approximate nature of the theory appear in only a systematic way.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Since work on intensities of infrared bands has been reviewed 1 ' 2 '3 several times in recent years, · a complete review of the subject will not be attempted here. Rather, the recent work pertaining to carbonhydrogen intensities and the polar prpperties of the carbon-hydrogen bond will be reviewed together with the work on the iilfrared spectra of the methylene halides.
The polar properties of carbon-hydrogen bonds have attracted a great deal of attention in the way of infrared intensity investigation. Probably much of this attention ari~:es frol!l interest in the sign of the C-H bond moment·. The results of CotHson's4 quantum mechanical calculations indicate that in methane the C-H polarity is c+-H-with the 1 bond moment equal to 0.4 x lo-10 e.s.u. Gent5 in a review of the C-H polarity concluded that in acetylene the C-H polarity is c--H+. 
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This conclusion is compatible with chemical evidence for it is well known that acet ylene is acidic and its hydrogens are quite labile. The polarity of C-H bonds as a function of the state of hybridization of the carbon atom has been discussed by Walsh6~ who has shown that as the amount of p character decreases the carbon becomes more negative relative to the hydrogen. Thus J in methane, the state of hybridization is sp3 and the polarity is c+~ H-and in acetylene with sp hybridization the polarity has reversed to c--H+. Walsh also brought forth a corollary which stated that if a substituent on a carbon atom were replaced by a more electronegative substituent (X)~ more p character would be evoked in the carbon orbital participating in the C-X bond. These arguments were used in discussing bond strengths and polarities and molecular shapes.
The method of Wilson and Wells? for obtaining the intensities of infrared bands provided the impetus for the many intensity studies in recent years. This method~ which is almost universally employed now~ requires that sufficient non-absorbing foreign gas be added to the sample to broaden the rotational lines so as to eliminate violent fluctuations in intensity with frequency. The procedure requires the extrapolation of the apparent integrated absorption coefficient divided by the partial pressure to zero partial pressure of the absorbing gas . These two steps allow vibrational band intensities to be measured to a reasonabl~ accuracy even with spectrographs of low resolving power. Ethyleneb J methane and ethane9 were among the first compounds to be studied by the method of Wilson and Wells. For methane9 (A)C was found to be 0 . 31 x lo-18 e . s.u: and (~)cH was t 0.55 x ~o~l8 e . s. u. This value of (~)CH agrees reasonably well with the value calcul ated by Coulson4 although it sheds no light on t he sign of the dipol e. In ethane (fl )cH was estimated to be 0.3 x lo-18 e.s.u. from the parallel bending mode while both · stretching modes yielded a value of± 0. 75 x 10~10 e.s.u. for ~)CH" In the case of ethylene it was also found that the value obtain~d for (~)CH was not a~cons tant but was dependent on the mode of vibration~ beJ..ng 0 . 37 x l?I. . L8 e.s.u. and 0.52 x lo-18 e.s •. u.,respectively~ for. theY 5 and Y 7 inplane bending modes~ and 0.77 x lo-18 e.s.u. for the Y 11 out-of-pl ane bending mode J while (~)CH is 0.60 x lo-10 e.s.u. As a result of these measurements 9 the approximation of bend moment additivi tyJ as it had been introduced by Rollefson and HavenslO~ was seen to have some failings. Bell~ Thompson and Vagoll and later Co l e and Thompsonl 2 studied the intensities of some bending modes of a number of substituted be~genes in solution . Their results-suggested a mean ~alue of 0.57 x 10-e.s.u . for (~)CH with the hydrogen atom belng at the positive end of the C-H dlpole . Francisl3 studied the intensities of several bands in twelve aliphatic hydroc~rbons and found that (~)CH ranged from 0.2 x l~lB e . s.u. to 0.4 x lo~lB e.s.u. and ~)CH to oe about ~0. 75 x lo-10 e . s.u. (the hydrogen was assumed to be at tiTe positive end of the C~H dipole).
...
There have been several studies made of the band intensities of different bands of acetylene. Calloman, McKean ~ Thompsonl4 stud~rd C-H str etching band intensity and deduced that (or )CH was 0.8 x 10 ° e.s.u.
Van Alten 1 5 studied the intensities of several bands in c 2 H 2 , c 2 n 2 and c~HD us i ng ~ higher pressure of foreign gas than did Calloman, The values of (~)CH in the Al class, however, varied from 1. 7 x lo-10 e.s.u. for methyl fluorlde to about 0.9 x lo-10 e.s.u. for methyl iodide. The values of (kQCH were, in general, around 0.4 x lo-18 e.s.u.
The intensities of all but one of the bands of dimethyl acetylene have been examined by Mills and Thompsonl9 who found the probable value of the C-H dipole in this compound to be about 0.4 x lo-18 e.s.u. and that of the C-C dipole to be about 1 x lo-18 e.s.u. 1hey find that if the acetylenic carbon atoms have a residual negative charge (which is considered most probable), then the hydrogen atoms in the C-H bonds must carry a residual positive charge.
Recently, the work of Hisatsune and Eggers20 on the intensities and bond moments of formaldehyde was published. The results chosen for the C-H properties were Vt)CH egual to 0.50 x lo-18 e.s.u. (C--H+) and (~CH equal t~ 1 . 3 x lo-10 e . s.u. , although, they did comment that the B1 sJnnmetry block gave an abnormally large ~)CH of about l , 0 -18 x..... e.s.u.
Flett 21 measured the intensities of the C-H stretching vibration bands of a number of toluene derivatives, which had substituents para to the methyl group, on the methyl group, or both. He was able to correlate the variation of the intensities of the aliphatic and aromatic C-H bands with the electron donor or acceptor character of the substituent.
However 1 he did not attempt to obtain bond moments or bond moment derivatives.
There are stillj perhaps, insufficient infrared intensity data available to properly evaluate its real position in molecular spectroscopy. However~ it is apparent that 1 although bond moments and bond moment derivatives derived from intensity studies of different bands of a given molecule are not always consistent, the further study of vibrational band intensities will lead to a better insight of the electronic structure of molecules.
THFIJRY
Since the theory of infrared intensities and molecular normal coordinate analyses are well discussed elsewhere it would serve little purpose to repeat the development of the theor:.v here. In particular, the excellent book by Wilson,' Decius and Cross22 provides quite complete derivations and discussions of these theories together with the references to the original literature of the developments. What will be attempted here is to provide a brief survey of the theory basic to the work to be described later.
Infrared Band Intensities
If one assumes the validity of the well known law for the absorption of monochromatic radiation, I = I 0 e -apl, where I 0 is the intensity of the radiation incident upon a cell of length l containing an absorbing gas at partial pressure p, I is the intensity of the transmitted radiation and dis the molar absorption coefficient, then the absorption of a given absorption band may be described by the integrated absorption coefficient at unit pressure.
The integration is carried out over the frequency range of the absorption band. With a spectrometer of infinite resolving power I 0 /I would be measured directly; however, actual spectrometers do not measure Io/I but rather measure the integral of intensities of frequencies over a range of frequencies.
T :: }r (l) (2) ..
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T is the apparent intensity detected at an instrument setting ~ ~ (the central frequency admitted by the finite slit) and g( y , y ) is the slit function, i.e. the fraction of the rad~ation of actual frequency Y admitted at the instrument setting Y ·. The inte~ration is carried out over the range of the finite slit width (all Y for which g ( Y:; ' -1 1 ) ~ n) but since g soon vanishes outside a narrow ran ge centered at v' ' the integration can be carried to ± ~.
Thus one may measure the apparent integrated absorption coefficient.
pl T
Wilson and Wells7 have shown that if I does not vary rapidly over a slit width, and if either the resolv~ng power is high compared to the variation in ~ or the resolving power does not change much over the band that
By measuring B at different values of pl (by varying either p or l) and extrapolating B to zero pl, one can find A, the true integrated absor ption intensity.
One can expand ln T /T for small absorption and keeping the first term of the expansion ge£
This method was used by Bourgin 2 3. This method is quite simple to use in that the ._ 11ciJrorption areas 11 j To T T d y) can frequently be measured directly on the recorder chart without replotting. In summary, the true integrated coefficient of a vibrational band by the Wilson and Wells method may be obtained if (1) the rotational fine structure is eliminated by pressure broadening, (2) the curves are extrapolated to zero pi product so that variations in absorption due to the envelope are eliminated, and (3) the apparent integrated absorption coefficient rather than the absorption is measured in order to make the extrapolation procedure valid at relatively high absorptions.
It is well known that an absorption intensity is related to the spectral transition probability24 and thus to the matrix element of the dipole moment for the transition. In the case of the absorption band of t he i ' th fundamental vibration this relation22 is where A. i s the integrated intensity of the i t th band whose central frequenCy is y}i, N is the number of molecules per unit concentration, h is Planck 1 s constant , c is the velocity of light and(/f l:) is the x component of the dipole moment (or transition moment) for the transition between the gr ound and first excited states , similarly for(~~~)
If the dipole moment is now eXpanded in a power series in the normal coordinates , Q, the intensity can be related to the dipole momen t change with vibration . 8
Since the normal coordinates are related to the internal coordinates (usually combinati ons of bond coordinates , i.e . ,., bond stretching and bond angle deformation) by linear transformation, Q. 
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It is now possible to use the above results, together with the assumption of bond moment additivity, to calculate "effective charges" for bond stretchings ~-and bond dipole moments. The :,; , where Rk is a bond angle deformation coordinate yield the dipol~ moments.
Normal Coordinate Analysis A brief discussion of Wilson's F G Matrix methoct 22 ' 2 5 for the mathematical analysis of molecular vibrations will be given here.
If for a molecule whose vibrations are simple harmonic motion, the coordinates of the atoms are expressed as generalized displacement coordinates, then the kinetic energy of the molecule (for nuclear displacements only) is
where, within the framework of small vibration theory, the a .. 's are constants . Similarly, the potential energy is 
For 3N degrees of freedo~, there will be 3N such equations corresponding to i equal to l , 2, 3, JN. By means of an orthogonal transformation
o~e c~n obtain the_normal coo~dinates Qk, that allow one to express the k1.net1.c and potent1.al energy 1.n pure quadratic form (i.e., free from cross products) ISC-672 1/2 !..
• 2 (14)
The Ak are the 3N eigenvalues of the characteristic (or secular) equation = 0 (16) and the cik is the matrix formed from the eigenvectors.
It can be seen from this characteristic equation that, in general, ~may occur with any element of the determinant. This can make the solution of such equations for some polyatomic molecules quite difficult, where the order of the characteristic equation is large. It is also frequently difficult to set up the a .. in terms of internal coordinates so as not to include translations anaJrotations.
As a means of circumventing some of the diff1culties of older methods of treating molecular vibrations, Wilson2~ devised the F G Matrix method • . (An equivalent mgthod was devised independently and: a:llb&$t simultaneously by Eliashevich2 .)
In this method the elements of the G matrix are defined by the equation (17) where N is the number of atoms and m. is the mass of the ith atom. Bki is an element of the transformation relating the Cartesian displacement coordinates xi to the internal coordinates Rk. Here E is the i dentity or unit matrix.
In this secular equation the ) occur only on the principal diagonal and with unit coefficients. This form is convenient for expansion as an algebraic equation in ).. as well as for many numerical metho ds of solution of determinants. Perhaps one of the most objectionable qualities of this form is that it is not symmetrical about its pri ncipal diagonal. In the case of a symmetrical molecule, one can construct internal symmetry coordinates·~ chosen so as to agree with the transformation properties of one of the SYmmetry species appropriate to the point group symmetry of the molecule. Since the symmetry species appropriate to the ISC-672 point group are orthogonal to one another, the us e of symmetry coordinates factors the secular equation into block diagonal form, so that instead of having to solve a (3N-6) x (3N-6) determinant one may solve several of lesser order. The extent of reduction possible, of course, is dependent on the number of symmetry elements that the molecule possesses.
The ~ priori knowledge of how the symmetry of a molecule may affect the description of its spectra and eigenfunctions may be gained through the application of the techniques of group theory.22,27,2~
The normal coordinates Q are related to R by the transformation
in which L is chosen so that the energies in ter ms of Q are of the form
which A is a diagonal matrix of the A ~s.
Thus
L'
F L -A (27) , 
•ue re a ~ons ~p e ween L and L is 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Materials
The compounds investigated were qf_ the highest purity-available. Since these compounds have simple infrared spectra which have been well analyzed and assigned,30~Jl it was possible to use the spectra as It was nec~~sary to purify the CH2Br2 by fractional distillation through a center rod column using about ·40 theoretical plates in order to remove a trace (ca. 0.05%) of CH 2 BrC1. Another sample of CH 2 B! 2 , ISC-672 · which had been furnished by the Dow Chemical Companyj contained in addition to the CH 2 BrCl some CHC1 2 Br which apparently formed an azeotrope with the CH 2 Br 2 • Since the CHC1 2 Br could not be separated from the CH 2 Br2 by fractional distillation using 80 theoretical plates, the sample was not used.
Solution Measurements
The intensities of the two fundamental vibrations ~l and .)6
(CH stretching vibrations) were measured in CClJ 1 solution for CH 2 c1 2 , CH 2 BrCl, CH 2 Br2 and CH 2 r 2 • These intensities were measured on a Perkin-Elmer Model 13 ~nfrared spectrophotometer equipped with a lithium ' fluoride prism and a slit servo mechanism that regulated the slit to provide constant I 0 • Sodium chloride cells of 0.8 mm path length were used.
The intensities were determined using Ramsay 1 s32 extension of the method of absorption areas. Since the change in dispersion across the bands was small, it was possible to measure the absorption areas directly from the recorder chart~ The area of each band was measured at least twice with a planimeter.
Several solutions of different concentration were measured for each molecule. The solutions were used immediately after preparation.
Vapor Phase Measurements
The intensities of the rl 1 j ~6 and ~3 bands of CH 2 F 2 j CH 2 ClF, CH2Cl2~ CH2BrCl and CH 2 Br 2 were measured in the v~por phase.
.
~~ .
A Perkin-Elmer Model 112 infrared spectrophotometer (a single-beam instrument with a double~pass monochromator) was used for the vapor phase studies. A lithium fluoride prism was used to studl the 3000 cm-1 region ( ~l and ~6) with a res?lution of about 8 em-• For the study of the 1400 to 1500 cm-1 region ( Y3 ) a CaF 2 prism was used with a resolution of 2 to 2.5 cm-1.
The cell. used for this work was a multiple reflection cell of the White type33,34 designed by the author to match the aperature of the Perkin-Elmer Model 112 spectrometer. The 3 l/2 inch diameter mirrors in the brass cell have a 40 em radius of curvature. The path lengths in the cell are multiples of 4 times the distance between the mirrors (4 x 40) or 160 em. The path length of the cell is changed by rotation of one of the half mirrors about a vertical axis; the motion which rotates the mirror is transmitted into the cell by the action of a differential screw compressing a sylphon bellows to which a connecting rod is mounted. The external focussing ~ptics used with the cell were ISC-672 essentially the same as those used by Pilston and White35 for the Perkin-Elmer 10 meter cell.
A small glass vacuum manifold. connected :to the cell by heavy walled teflon tubing provided a filling system for the cell. Vapor press~re measurements were made with a large bore (9 rnm I. D.) open end manometer ·and barometric readings by expansion from the riianifoi.a to the cell using the known ratio of these volumes to calculate the final pressure.
Samples of CH 2 F 2 and CH 2 ClF (both . gases) were measured into the manifold directly from the· cylinders ·containing them. · Liquid samples were first allowed to degas by pumping ·an them, then· the manifold was evacuated and the vapor pressure measured into the manifold.
After a sample had been measured into the cell, about one atmosphere of pressurizing gas · was added. 'Nitrogen was used as the pressu:t"izing gas for work in the 3000 cm-1 region ' and helium for work in the 1400 to 1500 cm-1 region. Helium wa:s· used-·here ·because interfering water vapor was detected in the cylinder of nitrogen at the time of these measurements.
For t~e measurements in the 1400 to 1500 cm-1 region, the optical path connecting the source housing, cell and monochromator was enclosed in a large · 'plastic bag and the whole optical path (except that within the cell) was flushed dry with· helium-in-·order · to lower the water vapor backgr6U.nd as much as -possible. -It -was not -·possible to eliminate the -water vapor spectrum completely, but in most cases the -interference -was negligible.
The absorption bands of a sample were measilred at several path lengths (usually four or five); the different path lengths were obtained by changing the path 'length within' the multiple reflection cell. Background measurements were made with the cell evacuated and atyhe corresponding cell path lengths. a given gas were plotted against the pl product. The true intensity A of a band was obtained from the limiting slope of this plot. In several cases where other bands slightly overlapped the band of interest, it was possible to separate them graphically. In the vapor phase, the · rJ 1 and y)6 bands of all . the compounds studied overlap one another to such an extent that -graphical separation was riot possible. However, since the peak intensities of these two bands were nearly equal in all cases, the individual band intensities of ~l and ~ have been taken as being equal to one half the true intensity sum obta~ned from the limiting slope of the intensity sum plots for ,J 1 and ~6 (figures l through 5).
With the exception of CH 2 F2 all the co~pounds studied exhibited quite simple structure for the ~ and ~6 bands. Since CH2F2 is a much lighter molecule than the other molecules of the series, the P and R branches of the rJh perpendicular band are more pronounc~d.
This fact is the main explanation of the different appeargnce of the 3000 cm-1 region of CH 2 F 2 • However, Stewart and Nielsen3 have found from the high resolution spectra that a third band overlaps this region also. This third band is most likely the binary combination band of ~3 and ~8• It was not possible to make allowance for the intensity contribut~on of this third band, but since the ( y/ 3 + ~8 )
band is very weak it is not believed to cause appreciable error.
The ~1 bands of these compounds lie in the region 1370 to 1520 cm-1; tfiis region is usually obscured by the absorption oL · . atmospheric water vapor. Although the spectrometer was flus, hed .. with dry gas, this procedure did not completely eliminate the presence of water vapor lines from the background. Since the water vapor lines are quite sharp, it is conceivable that they might not be canceled out in the replotting of the absorption band of the sample gas and thus contribute to the experimental error. In particular, the ~3 band region of CH 2 BrCl and had rather strong water -vapor lines present that probably caused considerable error in the mea?ured band intensity. It may be seen in Table 1~ where the band intensities are summarized that the CH 2 BrCl ~3 band intensity is somewhat out of line. Only in the region of the r--; band of CH 2 Br 2 were the water vapor lines eliminated from the backgr6und. The yJ 1 band of CH 2 F 2 has not been reported before as having. been observed in the infrared. The Raman-effect data on CH 2 F 2 show r/ to be at 1508 cm-1. The r-J bana of CH 2 F 2 was observed i~ the infrared in this research at 1508 t 5 cffi~l. Probably the interference of the water vapor spectrum has prevented the earlier detection of ~3• The ~3 band was slightly overlapped by the tail of the quite strong 1435 cm-1 ~8 ~and of CH2F2. The ban~ area of the CH 2 F 2 ~ was separated graph~cally from the y-1 8 ta~l. However, th~s proc~dure is subject to appreciable error.
In liquid phase the ,_J 1 and ~ bands of the methylene halides are separated considerably and were aimost completely resolved. The intensities of the r/ 1 and rJ6 bands of several methylene halides were measured in CCl4 solution using Ramsay's method rrr.32 It is to be noticed that the solution intensities are greatly different from the vapor phase intensities even if one considers only the intensity sums.
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~ Table 3 contains the values of ~ that were determined for the methylene halides studied based from the vapor phase intensities.
(~) .
. In order to interpret the~ in terms of bond moment parameters, the normal coordinate transformation matrices were needed. Normal coordinate calculations were made for CH 2 F 2~ CH 2 c1 2 , CH 2 Br 2 , CH 2 ClF and CH2BrCl . The force constants necessary for these calculations were obtained from several sources. The force constants for CH 2 c1 2 and CH~Br 2 were those determined by Decius37 and the force constants for CH 2 F2c were those determined by Pace38. Pacets work was an extension of Decius' type of analysis to fluoromethanes but he found it was necessary to employ more i nteraction terms in his potential function. Plyler and Benedict30 also extended Tiecius' tjpe of analysis to fluoromethanes, and without i ntroducing any more interaction terms. However, their calculated frequencies are in much poorer agreement with experiment than Pace ' s . The force constants used for CH 2 BrCl and CH 2 ClF were those of Decius37 and Plyler and Benedict30. The additional constants required for the CH 2 XY molecules were taken as the geometric mean of the corresponding constants involving a single constant after the method of Plyler ISC-672 and Benedict3°. The nprmal coordinate calculations were carried out by the methods of Wilson24.
The solution of the secular determinants ari~ing in these calculations was accomplished by an iterRtive process28, 9 which yields the largest root_(or eigenvalue)Aran § at the same time the corresponding eigenvector 1 . The eigenvector Lr is related to the normal coordinate Lr by a trivi~l constant.
To obtain the sub-dominant roots and their vectors, a matrix was reduced by the method described in Duncan, Frazer and Collar39. This requires the inverse function Lr-1 which may be obtained by use of the relation~ (37) Most of the calculations were carried out using a desk calculator; however, the A' vibrations of the CH 2 XY molecules yield secular determinants of order 6 and their s olution was too slow and tedious for that. These two sixth order secular determinants were solved using an I. B. M. 602-A. The same type of iterative procedure was used but Aitken 1 shO "d,eflation" procedure was used to reduce the matrices, since the other procedure tends to cause loss of significant figures if repeated many times.
The calculated freq uencies are summarized in Table h . The agreement of the calculated with observed frequencies is quite satisfact ory for the most part . However, the agreement in the case of CH2ClF is poorer than one would like and the calcula ted y-4 of CH 2 BrCl is distressingly high.
It is very likely that approxima ting the additional force constants required for the CH 2 XY molecules as the geometric mean of the force corresponding to that of the molecules containing a single halo gen , is a po or one . Since calculated frequencies are less sensitive to inexact eigenfunctions than are other parameters, it was not bel:ieved that the normal coordinate.:> calculated for CH 2 ClF and CH 2 BrCl are sufficiently reliable for calculating bond moment parameters.
Also the CH 2 BrCl -r"J intensity was obtained under working conditions which were very likely to cause error. The relationships between the(~) and bond moment parameters were obtained by considering the geometry of the molecule. 
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When a symmetry species such as the B 1 of CH 2 x 2 contains a rotation, one must be careful that the condition of no resultant angular momentum be i~osed upon the vibration; whe~ obtaining the transformations from~ to bond moment parameters. The transformations then will be s~~eral simultaneous equations. The coefficients from Table 5 and Table 6 together with appropriate L matrix transformatiJs 'were used in· deriving equations relating the ~/dlf>A. to the-bond moments and-bond -moment deriv~tives. The coefficients of these equations are presented in Table 7 . If the assumption is made that the bond dipole moment does not change when the bond angles are deformed and also that the molecular dipole moment is the vector sum of the bond dipole moments, then it is possible to solve the equations of Table 7 and ../'( T = /fCH + /fcx (38) ISe-672 simultaneously for the bond moment parameters. The motion of halogen atoms is too slight in these vibrations to obtain (~)CX with significance. The results are summarized in Table ' 
CONCLUSIONS
The infrared intensities and bond polar properties of the methylene halides show the pronounced effect of the different halogens on on the effective charge (~~)of the C~H bonds. The effect on the ~CH is apparently ratne~ uniform. · The~CH of the methylene halide rr~lecules, however, is smaller than in most other carbon-hydrogen compounds.
The observation and intensity study of the CH2F2 ~ band confirms the assignment of this band, previously detected only in the Raman effect.
The great difference in the intensities of the ,_)l and .~ bands in solution compared to their intensities in vapor phase ~n dicates strong solvent perturbations and suggest that erie should be extremely cautious when attempting to interpret solution intensity data in terms of polar parameters of the isolated molecule •
•
